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ABSTRACT
Present researdh questiOns the traditional

unidisensional model in childhoOdpsychopathology. Not only do
parents influence the development of their offspring, they, in turn,

,

are influenced by them. The infant is an active agent, affected by
and affect±ng those around him. The infant emerges as a primary
source of influence--often in the direction of the malevolent .

distortion of the caregiver's attention. This study further suggests
that the family has the properties of a dynamic social unit wherein
reciprocal interaction effects appear to be intrinsically related to
sources of control or command over others. For example, fathers of
children in psychotherapy were consistently and signifidantly more
controlling than the, normative grdap. Fathers of hyperRinetic
children 'tended to have extreme scores, higH or lob, on a measure of
hierarchical control. More systematic exploration of family life
along the dimensions ofloower,'inflnence, and susceptibility to
influence is needed toindrease the understanding of why and how
specific .individuals withina family succumb to pathology.
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> For three decades the underlying ti4fretioal rationale,in
. .

...,,

Aildhood psyohopatholo y posited the notionof primary influenoc.

,frorfrent to child, t at is, parents were regarded as causal

vgents in the child'e.illness. This Unidimensional view of path-

'.

ology stemmed largely from the writings,of socialization researohers,

suoh as Harry Staok Sullivan, John Bowiby, andzMargaret,Mahler who
X

plaoed teat emphasis On the p ower of the mother, to 'strongly

ence t development of her ohild and to play an especidlly crucial

role /n fostering; the emergence of mental illneqs. These theorists

conceptualized the growth of the infant as singularly dependent

On the quality of the attachment.bondi'to the mother; Where the
-

mother was good and aooepting, individuation prooeeded normally.

But wharthe mother was bad-and rejeoting, the child inevitably

presented deirelopmental anomalies. In thiemodel the infint *as'
,

.'/
,viewed as a passil./e reoeiver of stimulation, a nonentity at birth

t0:11e molded by the qua of the,ministrations.of its; 'caretaker.

Reoentlya groiip.of, vestigators have tml,issue with this
,.' /*

, , .
, .

,.

view of,the childAis a sive.organthml.obnsistently acted upon,

but ;having no eLfect, consfstentl?being modified, but changing

no. one., They regard the one.-way paradigm of development as patent-
.

ly illogical since the: -infant, by t5s very presence, has both a

real and potential. ilnact on otheri in its surround. 'rift view
-

the ohild is a sPecipostimulus with identifiable characteristics

capable of eliciting oertain parental behavior and attitudes. In

support of their position they cal tention to evidenws showing

sig4fioant differenoes in children froth the moment of birth in

such traits as activity level, rhythmioiti, adaptability, intensity

of reaction, quality of mood,. distraotilllity, attention span and



perisistence,ethreshold'of responsiveness, approaoh'and witherawil

behavior (Thckmas et al, 1963)., as well p in sleeping and 'feeding

patterns (Esoalona, 1953),,social reeponsiveneie (Gesell &

1937), drive endowment (Alpert et a11.1956), autonomio_responee

patterns (-Bridger& Reiser,4 199 t Lipton et al, 1961); biochemical

individuality (Williams, 1956), motility (Fries & Woo

ancyn electropncaphalograph a patterns (Walter,. 1953). hey argue ,-
0

that these initial d.ifferen s can.De expected to ezer variable

1513),

(
effects on caretakers, depending on how they are percelied,and the

. response repertoire of the parents.

k'Indeed, recent studies cif variations in parentalbehsvior
4.

with different children appear to support a ;child-effect,model.

Sohaefer (1963 illUstrated variations in modes-of discipline on,
,

the part of the mother of schizophrenic quadruplets, with affective,

behavior differing from child to child.. Yarrow.(1963) described

differences on the part of one fopter mother,with.several infanta

assigned to her at:different times. CharacteristIcs of these

infants appeared.to evoke specific responses in the mother as well

as in:other members of the family. 'Le 8) found inconsistent

,maternal greeting behavior depending on the infants State of

,
arousal. These newer studies argue for modification of the model

of the'child as a passive organism molded by the parent in a

one-way acculturation process,tomard that of an active agent involv-

edl in an ongoing unique human interohange.

It is,nott,becoMing increasingly clear that' not only is the '

o aniam effected by lis.caretakers, it effects and alters them in

urn. Each acts upon the other ih constellations'of behaviors

1
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which are mutually elicited and maintained. ,In this waylan inter-

/

1. active dynamic unit is activated in which influences flocir in both
/

directions, from mother to/ohild, and from oh ld to mot

.3

'k

Present

parent-child

researcheiplores the interao
.4

reAtion8hip and attempts to capture the d

t natur

elements of this ongoing dyad. It examines the reoipro

among two groups of families in which a child shove be

4
abberations. ,It assesses the nature of the role of th

I

ppargolpants showing how the mutUally
p

behavio

of the

114
hamio

-

al. patterns

vioral

different

of one

member in turn influences the behavior of the other. /It offers.
-4

hypotheses regarding the manner and direction of these effects

'and suggests how they can be measured.

The hyperkinetic

0 5,

It is axiomatic that every mother needs 'to feel 000086614 (in

her care of the infant. She derives thesefeelings essentially

from the way the baby responds to hertminietyations. When the

.4*baby is happy and contented, and:acts pleased with the iotherre

attention, he assures her that she is a,good mother. Thus the
.

jasther deiends.on her child to confirm', as a satisfactory vid*

dependable nurturer. In this way thelnotherrelotT positive

attitudes about herself as a caretaker which serve to enhanot the

attachment bonds between mother and ohlid.

However, where the child, fails tb respond, positively to the

mdther'a oara where he is difficult tcrsarisfi th'e illother
,

I
begins to question her oapabilitieslas doaretaker. In these

4 *

instances the mother feels that she has failed, and loses confidence
:

in her ability' to satisfactorily care fin. her child.

'
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Hyperkinetic Children shot a preponderance of orfing, fussing,,

and fretfUl behaviors from earliest infancy which resist parental

effets at altering these states. Theeeltehaviors, in turn,'

elicit strong feelings of inadequacy and flystration from the

mother who begins to.resent the hyperkinetic child's insatiable

demand= her. Eventually, the mother resorts to bitting,

spanking, and physical restraint to dishipline and control bar

child. -

1

Thus the hyperkinetic infan't's initial patterns cit reactivity

to mothering appear to influence parental attitudes and orce

specific punitive and restrictive practices, in the c e ot the

..

-

.
,.,,,

. .

.

, /

-Eight mothers of ten children diagnosed ag.hyperkinbtic mere

. ,

intervieWed for a total of 2b hours, or an ,average of 3.3 hours 4.'
I

.

,each regarding the.earAest behaviorb of the child. Two motile;sv. .

had two hyperkirietic children in. the family. They were asked to

describe,the child's earliest functioning., noting especially eating

and sleeping patterns, activity lever, quality of mood, responsive-^

nesi, and general baalth. With the motheYls consent, these

interviews.Were 'tape recorded and then analyzed.

4
In addition, these ten hyperkinetio children, ranging in age

from 20 months to 13 years were obseryed in a variety of settings in
.

interaction with peers and other family membdrs in the course of their.

regular daily activities for a total of 154 hours, or an average of
. 4

15-.4 hours of obiervation'of each dhild.\ All Observations were done

by one of the authors and a trained assistant who made notes on family
, .

interaction following, the observations, noting especially



transactionsibetween the mother and the hyperkinetic Children.

\

, All families were white anclived In-an East coast suburban

community. Nine families were Middle-class and were intact, that'

is, the father lived in the hcae. One family was lower-olassi the

parents were sepirAed and the ohlidlived with his mother.

Based on themother's reports, behavioral difficulties were
.

.

manifested in nine of the children from the earliest weeks of

,life. They vomited'frequentlY, were restless and coney, slept

poorly,cried incessantly, often had diarrhea, and were generally

in poor health with colds, viruses, allergies, digestive. disturb-

ances, etc.

In all cases, the Mothkr rel:4 strong feelings of

inidecitiacy regarding her ability to satisfy her child's needs.4

"It made me feel guil-t3 ... that there was something wrong with

the wa'y I was bringing Ronald up I had in some way failed."

"I was at an end where I didn't seem io know what to do anymore,"

4 "They;,made,me feel like I miat'be doing something wrong. You try

5

this, try that,,nothing works.-" "I had the feeling maybe-it was

my,fault, It was'llice a zoo; like a zoo ... I couldn't handle it."

"It was 'always, in my head ehat something was terribly wrong, that

there was something .you could be 'doing that you weren't and th1,3

was making the-children the way they were,"

As toddlers, all the children were reported to show a prepon-
,

derance of intractable, and defiant behaviors so mat they were

confined to playpens; cribs, or "jumpers" for long periods of time,

None of-the children crawled, Some were restrained because their

mothers feared theST:mtght."tear the house: apart." All the

mothers perceived theit hyperkinetic children as "bid" ana all
I n
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used physicAl punishment as. the major form of discipline.

"Richard (12 years old) began to'have seniors temper tantrums

at 6 months °of age. H6 would fall down, hold his breath, turn blue,

I was ooncerned, I had to get him out of it. was only afraid

that he.would'really convulse one day and then I wouldn't be able

to get him out. r was told to, slap h4,m hardaorOss the face. I

was told to put his head under 4ater. All of these things which,

you know, I.did try." '

t

A

Ellen.(8 years old) is'frequently hit by both her mother and

her father "who often loses his telii*trr Once, in a rage, her fe.Oher

Picked hei. up and tossed her into the family pool with all her

clothes On.

Barbara (20 Months old) is hit hard on, her, bottom when she

engages in exploratory activities such as playing with the water

spigot or exploring a mound.of peat most in
,

the baokyard:
, Her

mother,seeks a baby sitter who "will be ready to spank her cause
, .

.
..

A

that's what she needs."< ,
. , M.

Pathers were viewed As generally unsupportive and only per-

.ipherally involved with the child.. They, as well as other members

)(of the family, were often critic/a of the mother's caretaking.
1 I.

CAnicirildrens.

In contrast to the hyperactive childpen, the clinic patients

were generally good infants who were relatively easyto care for

daring their early years. Parents reported that they ate and

slept well, and Appeared to be contented, risponding,positively

to parental 'caretaking. In addition, they were in satisfactory

141
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healfn during the first year of life with ,no indication Of early

childhood'trauma of any kind. None of the, clinic Iprenta reported

anyfeelings_of frustration or inadequioy in meeting their.ohild'a,

.needs durinit theseearli years.

These children, le'youngeters from 15 families ranging,in age

from fie'to 16 years, were brought to a clinic in an East coast

suburban. cOmmunity.for a.variety of emotional and behavioral prob-

lems. While the onset of difficulties varied from child to child,

all were manifested sftet age four and before age 16. Presenting

problems reflected a variety of clinical anomalies auch as depres-

sion, inability to adjust .to adoleSzent social life, otironio

constipation, disruptive school behavior, qtealing,markekunder-
9

achievemerA, etc. There was. an absence of identifiable physical

or neurologicalAmPairment and IQ's ranged from average 'to genius.
.

Parental backgrounds of the clinic, children varied across

religion, income, education, psychological's4histioation, and

previous otontact with a psychotherapist. Eight marriages were

intact one father had remarried subsequent to his wife's 'death,

:while six sets of parents were no longel.living together:'

Based On analyses of the content of approiimateli41200 hours

of contact with the olinic'Vamilies, fathers of the clinic sample

'showed a-strong comMonality across oases in.Partioular attitudes

and practices. were excessively controlling, maintained con-

'41

siderable emotional distance, and showed a propensity for .1_,

negative.evaluative reactions toward. their child.
//

The father's need to exert excessive control over the clinic

child is exemplified by one father's pre000 ,tion with policing

Rot .only his own child's activities, othe is on the block. He

t.

A

oft



- ,frequently ran out of the.house to correct neighborhood children

who were engaging in:street activities he'considered wrong. One

.,'....father spent manr.hours designing 'and coOstruoting a costume to

guarantee that his son won the Halloween gontest. _ Another father

consistently woke, his daughter up two hours earlier in the morning'

ts

than she wished, even though she required less than half that time

to get ready for school. One fatheli insisted that his child

return a Christmas, present frot, his therapist, while another

forced'his son to give up a job which xotld provide money for a

minibike.'.,
Emotional distancewaS maintained 'by all Of the fathers

through both overt and covert means. For example, many of them
0

spent long hours in baseMent and garage workshops; others were, .

described as sleeping,or.reading excessively. One traveled 'exten-
. , r

,

sively in his work; another spent many hours with girlfriends.

All fatherb strongly.resisted participating in the therapy process,

disclaiming personal involvement or responsibility in its outcome.

In addition, negative evaluative. attitudes prevailed among

'allfathers and varied in form from physical abuse, exc essive,

'punishmerit, demeaning criticism, and the betting tf unattainable

standards. In one instance, a father beat his son with a strati
.

because he walked through the garage where the family car-was stored.

One father demanded that his child return his Christmas presentf

-) because he had not completed all his homework. Another father

,S

' demeans his

One father,

tore. When

son's attempts -to repair appliances around the house.

latching his eon doing push-ups always demanded five

the boy was unable to perform the extra five,. the
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father said, "See, I knew you couldn't do it 1"

Thus there are unifying attitudes and behaviors among the'

fathers of this sample of children whioh seemed to be operative

in eliciting and maintaining the pathologil5a1 conditions which

eventually brought the child to the clinic seeking treatment.

The Hierarchical Control Scales

In both the hyperactive and the clinic families, one family

member consistently brought a special constellation of character-
.

istics and 'modes of action which appeared to influence other family

members, Wedlypothesized, therefore, that there were subtle power

arrangement's within these.families which made pertain memberi

susceptible to the influence of others. We sought to, ascertain
.

whether these influences which were suggested by observations and

recordings could be measured psychometrically. Since family power

-initially resides in the hands of the parents, we sought to
.

investigate power preferences among the parents of these two groups

of children: Specifically, we wanted to know whether power

preferences differed'among parents of'clinio and hyperactive
6

children, and'whetheithe power preferences'among these two groups

differed from those of parents of normal children.. P

The Hierarchical Control Scale (HC), a recently developed

'instrument measuring attitudes about authority, distinguishes

preferences for authority based on power or. weal established pre-

cedont f7m.prefeiencesfor situations .where decisions rest with

the person most effected, regardless Of status (Cochran, Note 1).

Said differently, HC identifies control which is "filtered down"

4
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through a pyramid-like social structure and cbm'paresit to control

10

patterns that are "flattened", minlaizing the potency_of social

t A
distance and specialization. '

The 34 item HC Seale .samples attitudes toward authority in

the most general sense, asking about a broad range of moral,

legal, and interpersonal situations., Fof example, responsees

indicate whether they believe college instructors have the right

to require students to attend all olaOsee, if religion should be

taught, if 'all adults should'be'required to serve on juries,. said if

the death penalty is an, effective deterent of serious crimes;

0 Child care items appear within this broad context. One item asks

whether allowances should be used to reward good performance whire

another asks whether parents have the right to prohibit teen-agers

from continuing some friendships.

Previous research indicates that HC is not significantly
1,

4

related to Dogmatism, Rokeaoh's (1956) 'Scale measuring "closed

mindedness" and.".qualified tolerance" toward outgroups. However,

scores are assocIatedwith a willingness to make absolute judgements.

People with hlgh HC scores are likely to thinlvthai there are

alwayg7"right" and"wrong"-anewers to the scale items, whereaq

low SCoring'Subjects are inclined to resist the fOraed-choice

format of the questionnaire saying,."It depends," (Cochran, Note 2).

T; le 1 gives the HC scores ofluothers and fathers of the.

clinic

along wit

Identifi

ren anW hyperactive children discussed In, this paper,

comparison scores

as having problem

of mothers and fathers who were not

children. The normative sample was

collected from adult Community college students who lived in

same geographic region as the families of the clinic and hyperactive



n
4

children. As can be seen, the average scores of clinic mother

(16.53) and hyperactive mothers (16.33')' were not different from
o

each other or from the average scores of mothers from the normative

group (mean = 15.39). Also, the scores of.hyperactive fathers were

not different from the scores of normative ,fathers, 16.80 and 16.19
4

respectively. However, fathers.of the 'clinic children had HC scores

that were higher than fathers of hyperactive chigPen and fathers

in the standardizatiOn group. The mean of 19.57 for clinic fathers\

differred from a hyptirtical normative sample of comparable size,

t (26) 1.91 2 .10.,f the mean of the clinic sample had been the

same for 17 subjects rather than 14, the difference would have been

statistically significant, t '(02) = 2.10

40

4 ;

. .

BERT TABLE I

4 10.

The concept of hierarchial control does not necessari,ly

imply force or coercion, as controls may originate from any of

several different sources including superiorlttrength, prestige,

experience knowledge; tradition or.precedent. For any such

. "legitimate" source-of authority, the discriminating dimension is

the sogunt of social distance between the mechanism of control and

the person effected by the control. However, high HNC stores do

suggest relatively less reciprocal communication about the

'appropriateness of existing Controls. HC scores of clinic fathers'.

' I
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are consistent with the clinic picture of these Men who have been

described as excessively controlling, emotionally distant, and

having a propensity fof negative evaluative reactions.

In addition to comparing the Means, differences in the stand-

ard_del:riatioris of the four groups suggested trends consistent with

expectationa. While the clinic mothers (standard' deviation =

4,89) are no more or less variable than normative mothers ( standard

devlation = 4.99), fathers of °lilt% children tend to be more

similar to one another t,ian normative fathers (standard deviations =
ti

'4.14 and 5.17, respectively). The relatively small standard

deviation of clinic fathers supported the observation that these
4

fathers sale highl similar and bring some special qualities to the

familywhich may influence the development of the family constel-

lation.
, ,

On the other hand, the magnitude orthe standard deViations

tentatively suggested that parents Of hyperactive children are

highly variable. Standard deviations of 6.02 for the mothers and

7.16.f or the fathers' indicated that the variability is especially

characteristic of the fathers. One explanation 2'0 this variability,

consistent with observations presented here, is%that hyperaotie

children influence the faMily constellation, causing tillese parents
:7 4

to be more inconsistent Iii their control preferences than parents

of normal children. L
In summary, even though the sample sizeswere small, the

objective data.presented here tend to support the observational

data, suggesting that there is a ielationship between the presence
4

of'a difficult child in the family and i control



prefer..,)ces of the parents.

Summary and implications;

Present research supports the growing body of evidence

suggesting that the traditional unidimensional model in child-

hood psychopathology represents a half-truth. Not only do parents

influence the developmeneof their offspring, they, in turn, axe

influenced by them. The infant is-more than a passive organism

shaped essentially by tram quality of the ministrations of his

13

caregiver; he is an active agent, effected by, and effecting those

around him. Indeed, the infant emerges as a primary source of

Lnfluence himself, often in the direction of the malevolent

distortion of the caregiver's attention.

This study further suggests that the family s the properties

of a dynamic social unit wherein members exert piwer over partic-.'

ular behaviors and attitudes of other members. vlhile we lack

sufficient information to specify the characteristics of power and

nfluence and how these operate within the faMily, reciprocal-

interaction effects appear tv.be intrinsically.related to sources

of control or command over others. Unquestionably, more systematic

exploration of family life along the dimensions of power, influence,

t
and sus eptibility to influence would help us understand why and q

how sp cific individuals within a family succumb to pathology,

Although the widest parameters of the family as an interactive

social unit have yet to be,explored, it is becoming increasingly

clear that paternal influence is stronger than previously suspected.

Articles describing the effect of certain maternal behaviors on

infant function abound in the literature, but little has been done

. e
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to stuuy paternal effects on child development. Previous

emphasis on the mother as central in caregiving activities, and,

therefore, singularly responsible for the course pf the child's

growth have served expealtious, if not ggelitartan endi.

Finally, our paper points tothe need for basic research

investigating why organisms behave the way they do within the

family. We need to know more about the sApolflo'oharaoteristios

of parents and individual infants and:hos and why these character-

istics influence others in the family,"We need to know other

salient-characteristics of both infa$ts'and oaregivers and which

sets Of oharioteristics.are complipentary and which are antagonistic.
I

Knowing the properties of the sa lent'features of each might enable

ye to ascertain what constitutes A "good fit" be tween two parents. *n

/
and their children. In thitway We might eventually lecorporate

these characteristics within,Vtheoreileal interactional framework

designed to distribute power more equitably. Or, we might take

steps to assure that power in the hands of one member does not

work against the best interests ofoother ism/1y members.

I 1

4'



Table I

,

HC Soores of Mothers & Fathers of Clinic,
Hyperactive & "Normal" Children

V

I

Mothers

Clinic children
....

Hyperactive children

Normal oh,ildren

N

17

6

345

7

16.5.3

.16,33

15.39

SD

.

, s

4.89

6.02

4.99

Fathers

Clinic ;children 14 .19.57 4.14

Hyperactive children 5 .16.80 7.16

Normal children 203 '16,19 5.17

I

7 Reference Notes

a1

.
0

I. Cochran, N. Measuring preferences for hierarchical control:

An attitude scale for contemporary times. Manuscript submitted

for publication, 1974.

2, Cochran, .N. Authority `orientations of police officers.

Moviupeript subMitted fo,r-pub"lication,/974.*

*Available from the author, at 33 Boylston Street, Oardeft City,
,
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